Introduction
The IEEE ultra wideband (UWB) standard includes both a multiple frequency carrier (MB-OFDM) and an impulse spectrum (DS-UWB) method, for which application antennas should be appropriately optimized. Small printed monopoles with outline features that can be defined by a Bézier-spline [1] have good matched impedance performance across the 3.1 -10.6 GHz band. For communications applications, an omni-directional pattern, where the gain pattern varies by less than ±5 dBi, and a stable frequency-gain profile in the azimuth plane, allow for an even spatial coverage in all directions. In the case of an impulse system, any non-linear phase transfer performance in the antenna adds distortion to the transieved pulses therefore reducing the data rates. Contemporary UWB antenna gain performances are often presented across the whole spectrum using contour plots. This discloses more details and compliments the conventional sampled frequency polar plots that are more suited to narrow bandwidth antennas. In this paper, the approach is extended to a group delay pattern measurement which is more comprehensive than the traditional and limited boresight-only approach. The rounded features of the spline antennas are a result of an Evolutionary Global Optimiser (EGO) process designed to enhance the matched bandwidth of the antennas. Each of microstrip geometies are less than 31 mm in height and additonal design details can be found in [1] . The group delay is defined as the negative derivative of the phase response with respect to frequency [2] . The group delay gives an indication of the time delay that the signal suffers in proportion to the wavelength dimensions on the antenna.
Y-axis Z-axis
The network analyzer was set to measure the S21 phase and the antennas were connected to the reference ports 1 and 2 in three grouped pairs, namely; AB, BC and CA respectively. The antennas were separated by a 0.6 meter distance in an anechoic environment and were aligned in the azimuth planes at φ=0° respectively. Completing each measurement in a constant direction equalized the propagation effect of the channel.
By combining each of the group delay measurements into a system of simultaneous equations, the individual effects of each antenna was extracted (analogous to the three antenna method [3] ). Through inspection, the stratified group delay contours in bands A, B and C shows good omni-directional stability for given frequencies. Although the group delay data was averaged using an 11 point smoothing function, artifacts remain in the plots which are evidence of systematic errors in the measurements. This is attributed to back-ground noise and repeat measurements are planned in a screened environment to remove this. The band D performance shows the strongest distortion in the scale range. 
Discussion
The understanding of three, similarly shaped, Bézier-spline UWB antennas is extended by the analysis of their group delay patterns in their azimuth planes. Using a basic set simultanous equations, the individual performance of each is extracted from the phase measurements of three paired combinations. The antennas exhibit good performance in the US region UWB Bands A, B & C.
